GUIDELINES FOR INCLUSIVITY: EVENT DISPLAYS AND OFFICE DECORATIONS

Cornell is fortunate to have members from many religions on campus. According to the Cornell United Religious Work, there are 28 religious organizations represented at Cornell. In accordance with the University Assembly Amendment 248 (UAA 248), individuals are encouraged to respect differences in religious practices when creating displays and decorating offices.

- University members are reminded to be respectful of the religious diversity of all members of our campus community and are encouraged to use an inclusive approach in celebrating any holiday.

- Individuals may privately display symbols in their work areas or living quarters.

- External surfaces of buildings may not be used for displays of religious symbols.

- Campus groups sponsoring celebratory and/or educational displays using religious symbols have full access to appropriate display areas, subject to regular administrative procedures governing the use of these areas.

- Respect any guidelines that limit displays based on maintenance and safety requirements unique to any area.